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SLAC Gets the
Woz for BBC

U.S. Senator Ted Stevens Visits SLAC

By Eilmee Brennan

The SLAC Summer Institute (SSI) is

up and running with one more week

to go. You can still register for SSI at

the following Web site: http://www-
conf.slac.stanford.edu/ssi/2003

The topical conference (see schedule
on Web site) begins on Wednesday
and has a most interesting and
exciting schedule of talks and
speakers. The talks can also be

viewed live in the Orange Room in

Central Lab. Copies of the prelecture

notes are posted on the Web site.

Dinner tickets can be purchased in

the Auditorium Lobby. The cost

for a dinner is $7.00, and only $4.00

for students and children. The
SLAC community is welcome to

attend the SSI dinners: a Mexican
Fiesta on Monday and a Cajun
feast on Thursday with Jazz Music

performed by the Leonard Webb

Quartet. 3

By Heather Rock Woods

Just as left-handed people are
statistically more likely to have
accidents, left-handed electrons
behave slightly differently than their
right-handed counterparts. They are
10 percent more likely to exchange a
Z particle (a carrier of the weak force)
with another electron.

Presented at a SLAC seminar
this spring, the first results from
the extraordinarily precise and
challenging E-158 experiment prove
for the first time that this asymmetry
exists in electron-electron interactions.
Standard Model theory had
predicted this outcome. Generating
the experiments first precision
measurement was like searching 10
million haystacks to pinpoint the
single one that contains the needle.

The amount of asymmetry found
contributes to a measurement called
the electroweak mixing angle, which
describes the strength of the weak
force. The weak force, transmitted by
Z and W particles, is responsible for
some types of radioactive decay. The
mixing angle's expected value is 0.238.
This experiment will ultimately
measure it with a relative error of
1/2 percent. SLD made a precise
measurement of this value in the last
decade at greater energy, where Zs
were created, not exchanged. The
different conditions mean E-158 is a

-~~~~~~ -

The E-158 spectrometer in thefinal stages of construction before installation of the
shielding. The target chamber is on the left, followed by the three dipole magnets

and three of the four quadrupoles.

E-158's analysis team, headed by
Yury Kolomensky (UC Berkeley), is
fervently working on.

E-158 began commissioning at SLAC
in 2000 in End Station A (ESA) at the
end of the linac. During the third and
final physics run this summer, a pulse
of 500 billion polarized electrons
bombards a target of liquid hydrogen
every 8 milliseconds. In each pulse,
the electrons are polarized to be either
right- or left-handed.

(See E-158, page 2)

different test of the Standard Model.

"We're hoping to see something
that doesn't agree with the Standard
Model prediction. All the time,
physics measurements are consistent
with Standard Model predictions,
but we've known for 20 years that
it's not completely right," said
experiment Spokesman Krishna (KK)
Kumar, (University of Massachusetts,
Amherst). "If there is new physics,
we need to get the error bar down
to tell," which is exactly what the

Apple Complterrfounder Steve Woz7niak
(shozin left) rolled into SLAC July 11

on his Segzvay Human Transporterfor
an interview with the BBC. The BBC is

producing a progranm7 on the impact of

the personal computer, and Wozniak'.

inter'view took place in Panofsky

Auditorium, site of early nieetings of thIC
Home Brewv Computer Club.
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Appropriations Committee and of the Deftense Appropriations Subconmlmnittce and is also Presidenlt Pro Tempore of the Senate. Upon

his arrival, Stevens was given1 a71 overviezv of the Laboratory and our science programs by Jonathlan Dorfan (left). Following a period

of wvide-ranging discussion oil research opportunities and fuiding, Stevens visited the Klystron Gallery, thie PEP-II ring and the

BABAR experiment. At SSRL there was a demonstration onl the use of comnputer and robotic control of beam line instrumentation

and sample nmanipulattion, and his visit ended with a look in thlree dinensions at the Anthrax Iethlwfactor structure. Above, Stevens

v icwvs the BABAR detector, along with Dorfan and Bill Wisniezuski (BABAR) (right).
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SSI Welcomes
Hundreds

E-158 Makes First Observation of Parity Violation in
Electron-Electron Scattering



E-1 58 highest energy polarized electron exchanges.) A left-handed pulse
beam in the world," Kumar said. will produce about 11 Z exchanges,

(continuedfrom page 1)

Right- and left-handed electrons
have opposite angular momentum;
they are the mirror image of each
other the way our hands are. Until
the 1950s, physicists assumed that
the weak force had mirror symmetry
- that the mirror world behaved the
same as the real world. For example,
the mirror image of a top that is
spinning clockwise (and thus looks
counter-clockwise in the mirror)
would act the same as a top spinning
counter-clockwise. In 1977, Charles
Prescott (EA) did the first experiment
(E-122) finding this was not true
for Z particles in electron-quark
interactions. The weak force is the
only force that has parity (mirror)
violation. The electromagnetic and
strong forces conserve parity, and
gravity is believed to do so as well.

"SLAC is a great place to do this
experiment because the Lab has a
history of studying parity violation
with Z particles and produces the

E-158 is the first experiment to test
the asymmetry with electron-electron
scattering (called Moller scattering).
Most of the electrons zoom through
the target, touching nothing. Some
electrons scatter (or deflect) electrons
at rest in the target by exchanging
photons. A very small proportion
of incoming electrons scatter by
exchanging a Z particle. In scattering,
the electrons don't collide; they bend
away from each other the way two
cars merging into the same spot veer
away from each other to avoid a
crash. The deflection is powered by
the electromagnetic force (a photon
exchange) or by the weak force (a Z
exchange).

The experiment compensates for the
small asymmetry (10- 7, or 0.0000001)
by generating a high rate of scattering
events. For every 500 billion electrons
that strike the target, the detector sees
10 million scattered electrons, about
10 of which involve Z exchanges.
(The other 9,999,990 are from photon

coIIlpared to a rilglt-ldnllUteu pulbt

producing about 10.

"In order to measure this number
accurately, we need to repeat the
comparison of left- and right-handed
pulses 400 million times," said
Kumar.

When he first proposed looking for
incredibly tiny effects at the lower
energies of a fixed target experiment,
many physicists were skeptical that
even SLAC's advanced apparatus
could produce the necessary
experimental conditions.

"SLAC has created a superb low jitter,
high-current beam with 85 percent
polarization," said Run Coordinator
Mike Woods (EA), who worked with
Accelerator Department physicists
Jim Turner, Franz-Josef Decker and
Roger Erickson to implement the
exacting beam requirements. Many
E-158 beam parameters approach the
Next Linear Collider's requirements
for a high current beam, and
demonstrate that they are achievable.

To make the measurement possible
in the extreme radiation environment
created by the beam traveling through
the world's longest liquid hydrogen
target, E-158 collaborators built a new
type of detector made of copper and
fused silica fibers. Similar detectors
are being tested for experiments at
the Large Hadron Collider being
built at CERN. The Experimental
Facilities Department (EFD) installed
and maintains the E-158 experimental
apparatus in ESA, including the
target, which is kept at about 18
degrees Kelvin and requires careful
handling.

"It really takes the cooperative efforts
of many groups throughout the
Laboratory to make the experiment
a success," said Run Coordinator
Michael (MO) Olson (EFD).

The collaboration of 60 scientists also
includes Deputy Spokesmen Emlyn
Hughes (CalTech) and Paul Souder
(Syracuse University), and Ph.D.
students from Princeton, Syracuse,
CalTech, UC Berkeley and Saclay. 0

Heavy Metal: It's not Rock and Roll,
By Mike Hug The Metal-Rain Connection

Whether you are located two blocks
or 20 miles from the water, what you
allow to flow into storm drains has
a direct impact on the health of the
San Francisco Bay. Metal shavings
and other trash generated at SLAC
can enter storm drains and have a
negative impact on the environment.
You can take simple steps to stop
the runoff pollution that comes from
metal trash.

What are Storm Drains?

Storm drains carry rainwater and
surface runoff to the Bay. Along
the way the water picks up oil,
grease, metal shavings and other
pollutants from buildings, road
surfaces, vehicles and equipment.
These pollutants drain directly into
local creeks and the Bay without any
filtering or treatment. Indoor drains
(such as sinks, toilets and floor drains)
are not a threat to the Bay because the
water is filtered and treated before
being discharged.
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A potential source of runoff pollution
is metal, such as metal shavings,
electrical wire, nails, bolts and screws.
Activities that create small metal
pieces include sawing, grinding,
welding and cutting metal material.
Left on the ground, metal trash not
only looks messy; when combined
with rain, it can flow into storm
drains. Those metal pieces can
eventually make their way unfiltered
into Bay Area creeks and waterways.

Metal's Impact on the Environment

Even small pieces of metal can have
an impact, especially in a sensitive
ecosystem like San Francisquito
Creek. Heavy metals such as copper,
lead, zinc, chromium and cadmium
can flake, corrode, dissolve or
leach away and are common in
urban runoff. These metals can be
dangerous to human and animal
health. Lead is one of the most
hazardous metals and is used at
SLAC as radiation shielding. Lead

it's Saving the Bay
shielding can deteriorate and flake
over time. It is important to clean
work areas, minimizing the release of
lead into the environment.

How You Can Help

* Keep work sites clean and orderly.

* Conduct housekeeping at the end of
each day.

* Sweep all outdoor storage areas
frequently and then properly dispose
of swept piles.

* Pick up pieces of metal such as wire
and shavings and throw them into the
trash.

* Call Environmental Protection
and Restoration (EPR; Ext. 4042) for
assistance if you know of a persistent
problem.

* Learn more about stormwater
management best practices at http:
//www.slac.stanlford.edu/esh/epr/
Stormiwater/stormiiwaterBMP.html

For more information contact: Mike
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Do not discard inctal shavingz s (where
they can wash into storm drains. Alwamys

p)ro)perli disposc of such ntat'rials.

Hug, Environmental Protection and

Restoration Department, Ext. 4042,
hug(islac.stanford.edu {



Windows Users: Help Protect New SLAC Physics Nobel Prize
Yourself, SLAC and the Internet Web Site and Display
By Bob Cowcles

On July 16, Microsoft announced the
availability of a security patch for
all NT-type systems (NT4, Windows
2000, Windows XP, Windows 2003).
This patch eliminates a problem
that could allow a remote attacker
to execute code on your computer
just by sending specially crafted
packets to it across the Internet.
This vulnerability is similar to
last January's SQL 'Sapphire' or
'Slammer' worm that spread in
minutes.

How is SLAC Protecting Users from
this Vulnerability?

* The network border router helps
block attacks coming from outside the
SLAC network.

* Windows XP machines in the
SLAC Active Directory were patched
remotely.

* Other systems are being patched
as quickly as desktop support people
can get to them.

What Problems Can Result?

Attempts to exploit the vulnerability
could result in major outages for the
Internet and/or large numbers of
machines falling under the control
of attackers. These attackers could
have full access to all the data on
your computer and could monitor
everything you type at the keyboard.

Remaining Vulnerability

The remaining vulnerability comes
from SLAC users or staff who connect
unpatched Windows machines to
the SLAC network (either directly
or through a VPN connection). This
is a SERIOUS problem that can be
resolved only by bringing all systems
up-to-date with critical patches.

Apply All Critical Patches

Desktop administrators have taken
care of SLAC-supported Windows

computers on site. For non-SLAC
maintained Windows machines
connected to the SLAC network
directly or through a VPN, it is
vitally important that you login with
administrator privileges, bring up
Internet Explorer (IE) and run the
Windows Update function. (The exact
location depends on the version of IE.
For recent versions, check under the
Tools menu.)

If your system has not been patched
recently, there may be a large number
of 'critical updates' to apply. You
may have to go through multiple
download-install-reboot cycles.
Do NOT attempt a shortcut by not
rebooting when instructed to do so-
the result may be a non-functional
system. You should also refer to the
computer manufacturer's website,
typically in the support download
section, for device drivers that should
be updated.

NT4 Machines: You will need to
take additional steps. Download
and open the file at http://
download.microsoft.com/download/
6/5/1/651c3333-4892-431f-ae93-
bf8718d29ela/Q823980i.EXE and
follow the instructions. Reboot to
complete the patching process.

Remember, it's a good idea to run
Windows Update at least once a week
to apply any new patches to your
home systems. If you are running
NT4, plan on moving to Windows
XP as soon as possible since security
patches are no longer available.

Contact: Bob Cowles, Cyber Security,
Ext. 4965, rdc@slac.stanford.edu 0

The Cafeteria menu is available
on the Web at:

http://www2.slac.stanford. edu/
gateway/cafeteria/
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The team shows off their display. Shown Il
Travis Brooks, Ann Redfield, Lesley

By Matt Howard

What does Australian singer/actress
Olivia Newton-John have to do with
the Nobel Prize? If you have recently
visited either the Library's new
Physics Nobel Prize Web site (http://
www.slac.stanford.edu/library/nobel)
or the display in the Library, you
would know.

The Prize by Irving Wallace, which the
Library staff had spotted on a book
rack, inspired Lesley Wolf and Kim
Sutton to create the display.

The new Web site lists all the winners
of the Nobel Prize in physics, why
they won, with whom the prize was
shared, where the Nobel work was
performed, and other professional
and biographical data, going back to
1901 -the first year the Nobel Prize
was awarded.

Gathering this data and building
the Web site took many months of
concerted effort. Library personnel
Sutton, Pat Kreitz, Ann Redfield and
Travis Brooks worked tirelessly to
double-check and add new content
to the revised site. "It was definitely
a team effort," Sutton said, referring

'ft to right: Michael Hyde, Kim Sultton,
Wolf and Kate Taylor (all TIS)

to all the research that had to be done
for the new site.

It also has a 'Quick Facts' page that
includes facts that you most likely
didn't know about the winners of
the Physics Nobel Prize. This page is
the basis for the quiz featured on the
SLAC Library display.

The quiz has a scoring system, so you
can see if you're a 'Genius' or an 'Also
Ran'. On the left side of the display
is an ensemble of pictures of Physics
Nobel Prize winners Burton Richter
(DO), Richard Taylor (EA) and
Martin Perl (EE). In the display case is
one of the very formal dresses worn
by Taylor's wife, Rita, at the Nobel
ceremony in Sweden in December
1990.

Chip Dalby, Terry Anderson and
Michael Hyde (all TIS) helped to
create the Nobel logo on the site and
for the display.

So what does Australian singer/
actress Olivia Newton-John have
to do with the Nobel Prize? Max
Born-who received the Nobel Prize
in Physics in 1954-is Olivia Newton-
John's grandfather. 1

Understanding Chloramines: New Drinking Water Disinfectant
By John Shepardson

Source: San Francisco Public Utilities
Commission

In Fall 2003, the San Francisco Public
Utilities Commission (SFPUC) will
switch from chlorine to chloramine
disinfection for drinking water in
San Mateo, Santa Clara and Alameda
counties. Chloramine, a combination
of chlorine and ammonia, is
considered a better disinfectant than
chlorine alone. Chloramines have
been used safely in the U.S. and
Canada for many years and many Bay
Area communities are successfully
using chloramine disinfection.

Why Switch to Chloramine?

Chloramine is regarded as a
better disinfectant than chlorine
alone because it lasts longer in
water to more effectively remove
pathogens such as bacteria and
viruses. Compared to chlorine,
chloramine produces lower levels
of trihalomethanes, suspected
carcinogens that form when chlorine
mixes with natural organic substances
in water.

What Affect will Chloramine have
on Processes that Remove Chlorine?

The SFPUC recommends reviewing
your current chlorine removal
systems to assess any needed changes
to remove chloramine for the Fall 2003
conversion. A two milligram per liter
chloramine level with a chlorine to
ammonia-nitrogen ratio of five to one
is expected. A residual disinfectant
range of two to four milligrams
per liter is forecast. Changes in pH,
temperature or turbidity are not
anticipated.

Companies report adding additional
activated carbon canisters to their
filtration systems or increasing
chemical dosage to remove
chloramine. Monitoring your system
before and after conversion will
ensure that the treated water meets
your requirements.

Note that chloramine cannot be
removed by boiling water, adding
salt or letting water stand in an open
container.

Will Chloramine Cause Plumbing
Problems?

Chloramine can cause rubber parts in
plumbing systems to deteriorate. The
SFPUC refers to this issue on its Web
site by stating, "After the conversion,
rubber parts on some household
plumbing and water heaters may
degrade faster than previously
experienced. When replacing rubber
plumbing parts, ask for chloramine-
resistant parts, which are readily
available. Plumbing and hardware
supply stores and plumbers will be
able to provide further information."

Will Chloramine Harm Pet Fish or
Amphibians?

Chloraminated water can harm fish
and amphibians, such as turtles and
frogs. To protect fish and amphibians,
remove chloramine from water by
using inexpensive water treatment
products (available as drops or
tablets) or specified carbon filters.
These products are readily available
at most pet supply stores and
aquarium dealers.

Web resources for fish and
amphibian-related information:

* http://www.sfaquarium.org
* http://www.sfbakc.org
* http://www.aquariacentral.com

How might Chloramine Affect
Dialysis Patients and Providers?

Like chlorine, chloramine can
harm kidney dialysis patients
during the dialysis process if
the chloramine is not removed
from water before entering the
bloodstream. It is safe for dialysis
patients to drink chloraminated
water because the digestive process
neutralizes chloramine before it
enters the bloodstream. For further
information, contact your dialysis
provider or the Trans Pacific Renal
Network at (415) 472-8590 or http:
//www.networkl 7.org.

Need More Information?

The SFPUC can answer your
questions about the chloramine
disinfection change.

For additional information, see:
http://better.sfwater.org/ or call the
Chloramine Information Line at (415)
351-4200 0
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POLICIES AND PROCEDURES UPl I

Two Months Remaining for Save Purchasing
Our Science Vacation Use Announces
By Karen Lawrence

There are only two months remaining
for HEP staff to use FY03 accrued
vacation hours as part of the Save
Our Science, Save Our Staff program.

As a reminder, one of the important
cost reduction measures for HEP
staff is to use vacation accrued in
FY03 (from 10/1/02- 9/30/03). This
will assist SLAC in running the HEP
program without involuntary layoffs.
All non-SSRL staff are mandated to
use all vacation earned in FY03, and
thousands of vacation hours have
been logged so far.

Each department receives an FY03
vacation usage report monthly. The
balance of vacation as of October 1,
2002 is in the first column-that's the
number you need to be at or below
by the end of September. If you are
tracking your current balances on the
traditional leave report or by looking
at your check stubs, remember to
take into account that you will still be
accruing vacation in July, August and
September.

You do not need to use pre-FY03
vacation balances. If you had a
balance on October 1, 2002, you just
need to get back to or below that
balance. Staff hired after October 1,

MILESTONES

Service Awards

5 Years
DiMaggio, John (ESD), 8/1
Noble, Robert (ARDB), 8/1
Wright-Brunache, Pamela (PUR), 8/1
Jusino, Rodney (SEM), 8/3
Gonzalez, Hector (SEM), 8/3
Rock, Judith (ESD), 8/10

10 Years
Allan, Jim (OHP), 8/9
Fuss, Brian (MET), 8/1
Johnson, Tony (SLD), 8/1
Mitchell, Eleanor (DO), 8/9
Zapata, Araceli (SEM), 8/1

15 Years
Spencer, Cherrill (NLC), 8/1
Hendrickson, Linda (NLC), 8/1
Marsiske, Helmut (EC), 8/3

25 Years
Gray, Henry (ESD), 8/1

30 Years
Winick, Herman (SSRL), 8/1

35 Years
Noriega, Robert (ESD), 8/7

Retired
Taylor, Richard (EA), 6/30/03

Deceased
Fazzino, Sal (formerly FAC), age 77,
passed away on July 19, 2003

To submit a Milestone, see:
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/pubs/
tip/milestoneindex.html

See Awards and Honors at:
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/slac/
award/

2002 need to use all they earn this
year, so that they have a zero balance
on October 1, 2003.

Here is an example of a typical
vacation calculation:

120 hours: balance as of 10/1/02

192 hours: accrual for the period 10/
1/02 to 9/30/03 (16 hours
times 12 months)

180 hours: amount used as of
6/30/03

12 hours: hours needed to be used
by 9/30/03

120 hours: balance as of 9/30/03 (back
to your 10/1/02 balance)

Since August and September are
months in which many SLAC staff
normally plan to take vacation, there
will be a lot of vacation activity yet to
come.

If you are unsure about what your
responsibility is for vacation usage
or how much you have left to take,
please talk to your supervisor,
department head or department
administrator.

We thank everyone for being so
cooperative with this cost reduction
effort. a

Discounts By
NAVICPmart
The Naval Inventory Control Point
Mart (NAVICPmart) is offering
substantial discounts (up to 70
percent) on new test equipment to
its contractors as well as all federal
agencies. SLAC can now participate
in this program.

Oscilloscopes, specialized test and
measurement instruments, and
network test equipment items
by Tektronix, Fluke, Anritsu and
Keithley are just a few of the
products represented.

For more information, please see:

Request a Catalog: http:
//www.navicpmart.com/
redir.cfm?pg=CDROM

Register to View Pricing: http:
//www.navicpmart.com/
redir.cfm?pg=REGISTER

Manufacturer Line Card: http:
//www.navicpmart.com/webdata/
internalad/line_card_slac.pdf

You may also contact Luke Fretwell,
NAVICPmart at 888-665-3454 Ext.
3724. 0

Wed., Aug. 20, 4:15 p.m.
SLAC, Orange Room
(Refreshments 4:00)
SLAC ASTROPHYSICS SEMINAR
Derek Tournear, Stanford U
"Revisiting X-ray Bursts in BHC.
What Can We Learn?"

Aug. 25 - 29
Yerba Buena Arts Center, San
Francisco
SLAC SYNCHROTRON
RADIATION MEETING
H. Padmore/J. Stohr, ALS/SSRL
Int'l Conference on Synchrotron
Radiation Instrumentation
http://www.sri2003.1bl.gov/

Sept. 8 - 11
SLAC, Panofsky Auditorium
SLAC PHYSICS MEETING
Richard Mount/Arla LeCount, SLAC
Statistical Problems in Particle
Physics, Astrophysics and Cosmology
http://www-conf.slac.stanford.edu/
._1-. -.... #n,1 v'] /
? ply statcl /UUOA/

Wed., Sept. 24, 8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
SLAC, Panofskv Auditorium Lobby,
SLAC/STANFORD BLOOD DRIVE
Linda Ahlf, SLAC
Call x2354 for BLOOD DRIVE
appointment - Drop-ins Welcome!
http://www-group.slac.stanford.edu/
hr/d/Blooddrive.html

Oct. 8 - 10
SLAC, Panofsky Auditorium
SLAC SSRL MEETING
Ben Bostick/Tim McPhillips,
Dartmouth College/SSRL
SSRL Annual Users Meeting
http://www-ssrl.slac.stanford.edu/
conferences/SSRL30/

Oct. 13 - 16
SLAC, Redwood Room
SLAC PHYSICS MEETING
John Seeman/Regina Matter, SLAC
ICFA Beam Dynamics Workshop on
High Luminosity e+e- Collisions
http://www-conf.slac.stanford.edu/
icfa03/

Oct. 19 - 25
Doubletree Hotel, Portland, Oregon
SLAC/IEEE/NSS PHYSICS MEETING
Ralph James, BNL
IEEE Nuclear Science Symposium
http://www.nss-mic.org/2003/
nss2003.html

Please send additions to:
seminarsc( slac.stanford.edu

For complete event listings, see:
http:/\/x\vxv.slac.stanford.edu/grp/
pao/seiminar.html

Kegister Now
for Phystat2003
The Statistical Problems in
Particle Physics, Astrophysics
and Cosmology Conference
(Phystat2003) will be held at SLAC
on September 8-11. The Conference
will cover advanced statistical
techniques used in experimental
analyses of data in Particle Physics,
Astrophysics and Cosmology.

This Conference concentrates on
the statistical issues related to both
measurements and searches. It
follows the workshops on Limits at
CERN and at Fermilab in 2000, and
the conference at Durham in 2002.
However, it differs from the earlier
meetings in that we plan to have
much more significant participation
of Astro-Particle Physicists and
Statisticians.

The Conference fee is $225, which
can be paid for staff with a SLAC
account number or with STAP funds.

For registration and additional
information, see: http://www-
conf.slac.stanford.edu/phystat2003/
Default.htm 0

New Staff Tours
Program

Have you ever been inside the B
Factory? Now is your chance!

All SLAC staff are invited to join
special staff tours of PEP-II and

the BABAR Detector.

Tours will be offered at 11:30
and 3:00 daily on August 13-15
and on August 18-21. Space is
limited to 10 people per tour, so

reserve your spot today!

Call the Public Affairs
Office (x2204) to sign up,
or use the form at http://

www.slac.stanford .edu/grp/pao/
slaconly/stafftour. babar03. html
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